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Thank you for purchasing this Delkin Devices Reader 54 USB Device. Initial factory setup of this Reader is as a Fixed
Device. Delkin offers the option to set it up as a Removable Device if you so choose depending on your preferred
workflow.
Fixed USB Devices versus Removable
FIXED
In order to maximize performance, this Reader is factory set as a Fixed device. This setting is an industry standard to
maximize Write and Read speed to and from the CFexpress™ Type B memory card. This setting requires images to be
transferred from your card to your computer prior to editing or importing into other Applications. In some programs
(for example the Adobe family) it is not possible to edit a file on a card in your Device with the Reader in this Fixed
mode. It is only possible to work on files in these programs after the files have been transferred to your PC or Mac via
File Explorer or Finder.
REMOVABLE
Delkin Devices offers a utility to convert your DDREADER-54 to a Removable device. If you choose to do this you will be
able to modify files using Adobe and various other programs direct on the card while it is in the reader. Please note
however that in performing this conversion the Read speeds from your Reader will be reduced by half, and Write
speeds to the device will be reduced by 20%.
If your workflow requires editing/transferring images while still on a card in the Reader through third party programs
such as Adobe Lightroom or Apple Photos, you might consider downloading the utility to switch your reader from Fixed
to Removable at delkindevices.com/support
If your workflow requires importing your images from the card in the reader direct to your PC/MAC HDD before editing
them, then you will experience the full performance capability of this reader and no changes need to be made.
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